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therefore concedes to sensation the rii;ht to its own
existence. But, at the same time, we can also sre in this
passage allusions to a still deeper thought, namely the
idea of a "reciprocity" between the two instincts, a com-
munity of interest, or symbiosis) as wo should perhaps
prefer to call it, in which the waste-products of the one
would be the food-supply of the other. Schiller himself
says that " the reciprocity of the two instincts consists in
this, that the effectiveness of the one both establishes and
restricts the effectiveness of the other, and that each Jn
its own separate sphere can reach Its highest manifesta-
tion only through the activity of the other/' Hence, if
we follow out this idea, their opposition must in no way
be conceived as something to be done away with, but
must, on the contrary, be regarded as something useful
and life,-promoting, which should be preserved and
strengthened, But this is a direct attack against the
predominance of the one differentiated and socially
valuable function, since it is the primary cause of the
repression and absorption of the inferior functions, This
would signify a slave-rebellion against the heroic ideal
which compels us, for the sake of one,' to sacrifice the
remaining all
If this principle, which as we know, was first especially
developed by Christianity for the spiritualizing of man~
subsequently becoming equally effective in furthering his
materialization — were once finally broken, the inferior
functions would find a natural release and would demand,
rightly or wrongly, the same recognition as the differen-
tiated function. The complete opposition between sensu-
ousness and spirituality, or between the " feeling-sensation "
and thinking of the introverted thinking type would
therewith be openly revealed. This complete opposi-
tion, as Schiller also allows, entails a reciprocal limitation,
equivalent psychologically to an abolition of the, power

